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Wednesday 3 August 2022

Recreational Event Information
The Recreational Event this year is Tubing in the Audi Ski Jump Arena on
Thursday 4 August. For this Event every training group will go with their
own trainer to the Arena at a fixed time schedule. Don’t forget to bring your
Entry ticket and your helmet! Please read this bulletin carefully.
Address:

Audi Arena, Am Faltenbach 27, 87561 Oberstdorf.
(Walking time from Ice rink to Ski Jump is 15 minutes).

Parking at Arena:

There are only a few parking places; better to go walking.

Ticket for Entry:

All skaters have received a ticket for entering the stadium,
called Audi Arena Thursday. It is not possible to buy extra
tickets for family members for the Tubing.

Skaters Entry:

Skaters do NOT enter the building. The coach will collect
outside the skaters tickets and hand them over to the office. After this all skaters go together in one group into the
stadium through the side gate left of the building entrance.

Tickets for parents:

AFTER the skaters have entered the stadium, family (who
wants to see the Tubing) can go into the building and buy
tickets at a special discount price of 4,00 euro. With this
ticket you are allowed into the stadium, go up with the elevator to the top and can also go into the musem. From
almost every position you can see the skaters busy with
Tubing. Tell the Lady at the ticket desk that you are from
the Summercamp and that your children are Tubing.

Junior-D/E/F:

For the youngest groups we need some volunteers to go
with the coach into the stadium and help the kids to bring
the Tubes over the stairs to the top.

Attention:

Everybody must be at the entrance of the stadium ready
20 minutes before the start!

Helmet:

Skaters have to wear a cycling or shorttrack helmet while
Tubing!

Time Schedule:

The Time Schedule will be published later tonight. Do not
come too late as you only have 50 minutes for the Tubing.

